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Abstract—Since the marginal cost of operating powerful
monolithic single core systems has become prohibitive, horizontal scaling has become the de-facto method for expanding
computational power and maintaining acceptable levels of
energy efficiency. While horizontal scaling is now the accepted
means, there is still a debate as to whether this should be
done with ”big” or ”little” architectures. While this subject has
typically been approached from the perspective of performance
or power, we choose to analyze it in the light of reliability.
In recent years reliability has joined performance and power
as a first-order design constraint in microprocessor design.
The sensitivity of microprocessors to voltage fluctuations is a
major concern in designing efficient low-power, reliable microarchitectures. Voltage fluctuations beyond a certain threshold
can cause timing errors and operational failures in processors,
risking the reliability of systems. While this has traditionally
been studied in the context of few-core systems, compounding
effects may be experienced by larger parallel and distributed
systems which have become the mainstream in desktop/server
class computing. In this paper, we perform a detailed evaluation
of the characteristics of voltage noise in large many-core
systems, comparing the differences in future many-core out-oforder (OOO) and inorder configurations. We find that single
out-of-order cores experience larger voltage variations when
compared to inorder cores, but also have a clear advantage in
terms of performance. Based on our evaluation using parsec
benchmarks, we find that for processes that scale with the
number of cores, a number of OOO cores may be replaced by
a larger number of inorder cores to achieve the same powerefficiency and performance with improved reliability.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Today microprocessor designs are constrained more by
power efficiency than by performance. This has led to
a proliferation of design techniques for improved power
efficiency, starting from a renewed interest in smaller powerefficient inorder cores, to employing dynamic power management techniques to reduce power consumption. Such
power-saving techniques are employed to save power wherever and whenever possible. The decision to pursue power
efficiency in either the avenue of small inorder cores or
larger OOO cores has re-ignited the big-little debate. A
few big cores or many small cores? Many would choose
big cores, this consolidates the system and removes complications created when several discrete processors need
to coordinate their actions but comes with added internal
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complexity. As we will show in this paper, this added complexity has its own issues. More recently, performance and
power constraints have begun to wear on system components
effectively stringing out a trip-line for reliable operation.
Aggressive power saving techniques, like clock gating [1]
and dynamic voltage/frequency scaling [2], can cause large
variations in supply current by throttling workload activity
over small periods of time. Due to the parasitic impedance
in the power delivery network, these rapid changes in load
current cause supply voltage fluctuations (typically referred
to as voltage noise) from the nominal value. Such voltage
fluctuations are dangerous because if the supply voltage
crosses the tolerance limits, the chip is susceptible to malfunction. Hence, reliability is no longer an assumption, but
has become a first-order design constraint. In this paper, we
assess the big-little debate from a reliability perspective.
A number of studies [3], [4], [5] have characterized
the impact of voltage noise in microprocessors but they
have primarily focused on uniprocessor systems or few-core
chip multi-processor (CMP) systems. Given the increasing
relevance of large multi-core systems, we perform a detailed
characterization of voltage noise behavior in CMPs, consisting of large number of cores. Furthermore, prior research
has studied voltage noise only in performance-oriented OOO
cores. With the increased adoption of small, power-efficient
inorder cores in systems ranging from mobile devices to
servers, it is critical to understand if there is a difference in
the nature of voltage noise between the two types of cores.
While the big-little debate is not new, it has typically been
dealt with from the perspective of either performance or
power-efficiency [6], [7]. In this paper we take from the
vantage point of reliable operation. The questions we seek
to answer from the analysis are:
•
•

•

How does the voltage noise behavior change as number
of cores are scaled in large multi-core systems?
Are any voltage-noise compounding effects experienced due to interactions among the multiple core and
uncore components in larger multi-core systems?
How do the voltage noise behaviors differ in inorder
and out-of-order based multiprocessor systems? Is one
better than the other?

This paper presents a comparative study of voltage noise
in CMPs consisting of high-performance out-of-order cores

and power-efficient inorder cores. Our results highlight that
single OOO cores experience much larger voltage variations when compared to the inorder cores, but offer a
clear advantage in terms of performance. We find that as
the number of cores are scaled in multiprocessor systems,
OOO CMPs experience much higher voltage swings as
compared to inorder CMPs and thus, are more susceptible
to reliability issues. Our experiments further indicate that
iso-power inorder CMP configurations that offer equivalent
performance as OOO CMP configurations offer much lower
voltage noise and thus, improved reliability characteristics.
We compare the performance, voltage noise, and energyefficiency of CMP organizations with different types of
cores. These analyses can provide important insights and
prove very valuable in designing low-power, reliable multiprocessor systems in the future. Our evaluation can also
enable efficient exploration of resilient architecture designs
that allow systems to run with aggressive voltage guardbands [8], [9], [10], [11] and employ recovery circuits to
detect/correct operational failures stemming from voltage
emergencies.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we
describe our experimental setup and methodology. Section
3 describes our results and analyses in detail. Finally, we
conclude the paper in section 4.
II. S IMULATION M ETHODOLOGY
In this section, we describe our experimental methodology
in detail.
A. Simulation Infrastructure
We use a full-system simulator, marssx86 [12] for our
experiments. We use a modified version of McPAT [13] for
performing power studies. The configuration parameters for
the single out-of-order and inorder core are shown in Table I.
Multicore OOO configurations use a 3-level cache hierarchy,
with the shared L3 cache size being scaled as the number
of cores is increased. The inorder core configurations use 2levels of cache, with the size of L2 scaled with the number
of cores.
Table I: Core Configurations
Clock Rate
Fetch Width
Decode Width
Inst. Window
BTB
RAS
L1 I/D Cache
L2 Cache
L3 Cache
Int. ALU and Mult/Div
FP ALU

Out-of-Order Core
3.0 GHz
4
4
128 ROB, 64 LSQ
1024 Entries
1024 Entries
32 KB each, 4-way, 2
cycles
256 KB, 8-way, 12
cycles
1MB, shared, 40 cycles
2 per core, 1 cycle
2 per core, 6 cycles

In-Order Core
1.6GHz
2
2
1024 Entries
1024 Entries
32 KB each, 4-way, 2
cycles
256 KB, 8-way, 12
cycles
2 per core, 4 cycles

B. Integration of McPat and Marssx86
We use an integrated performance-power model infrastructure, called pvSim [14] that integrates a modified version
of McPAT with marssx86 simulator to obtain per-cycle
power statistics. pvSim uses a modified version of Mcpat
that removes McPat’s XML interface and builds it as a
library which is linked with the Marssx86 simulator as a
power hook. Marssx86 simulator is used to simulate the
benchmarks and per-cycle statistics are fed from marssx86
simulator to McPat, which then generates the per-cycle
power trace (based on 45nm technology). For events that
take more than one cycle to complete, like ALU operations,
cache events etc, the pvSim model distributes the power
evenly across multiple cycles. We model the power consumed by the core, private and shared caches. We do not
include power consumption by other components, like the
memory controller and interconnects, as previous studies [9]
have shown that voltage variations are not very sensitive to
load variations in these components.
C. Power and Voltage Modeling
Large variations in the current drawn from the power
delivery network (PDN) cause inductive noise in the chip,
whose magnitude depends on the characteristics of the PDN.
For our experiments, we use a second-order lumped model
[15]. The PDN is modeled based on the parameters of the
Pentium 4 package and its characteristics are summarized
in Table II. The PDN is kept the same as the number
of cores are varied, to demonstrate the impact of increase
in core count on the magnitude and frequency of voltage
variations. With a supply voltage of 1V, the power estimates
are convolved with an impulse response of the power supply network to obtain the voltage variations at per-cycle
granularity. One of the limitations of the lumped voltage
model is that it does not capture local, inter-core voltage
variations in a CMP, but instead provides an aggregate view
of the voltage variations across the entire chip. A distributed
voltage model, using a RL network to model the cores and
functional units in the core at a much finer granularity, has
thus been proposed in literature [16] to capture inter-core
voltage variations. Nevertheless, for this paper, the lumped
model is sufficient as our goal is to study voltage noise
characteristics at a higher package level.
D. Benchmarks
We use the multi-threaded PARSEC benchmarks [17]
for our experiments. We run all of the parsec benchmarks
except canneal due to simulation time constraints. Each
PARSEC benchmark is run for 100 million instructions
Table II: PDN Parameters Used
Resonant frequency
100 MHz

Peak impedance
2.25mΩ

Quality factor
3

III. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
In this section, we discuss our analysis of voltage noise
behavior in big and little cores.
A. Characterization of voltage noise in OOO core configurations
This section presents a detailed characterization of voltage
noise in different OOO core configurations.
Figure 1 shows the distribution of samples for different
magnitudes of voltage swings for the PARSEC benchmarks
on a single OOO core. We can observe that different
benchmarks result in different voltage swing behavior in the
OOO core, which implies that the benchmarks experience
different levels of activity fluctuations. It can however, be
seen that the majority of the samples are distributed close to
the nominal supply voltage and a very small percentage of
all the samples exceed 1% of undershoot. Only bodytrack
and vips experience a maximum voltage drop of greater than
2%. Thus, for our experiments, we assume an aggressive
voltage margin of 2%, purely for characterization purposes.
Figure 2 shows the maximum voltage swing for each
benchmark, as the number of OOO cores are increased from
1 to 8. We can observe that as the number of cores increase,
the maximum worst case drop increases as well. The magnitude of maximum voltage swing increases from 2.28%
to 8.82% from 1-core to 8-cores. This trend demonstrates
interference among the micro-architectural activity across
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Figure 1: Cumulative distribution of voltage swings on a
single OOO core
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from the region of interest using the simlarge input set.
The number of threads of execution equals the number
of simulated cores and is affined to a core. We do not
show the results for facesim and fluidanimate benchmarks
for the inorder10 and OOO3 configurations because these
benchmarks can run with an even or power-of-two number
of threads respectively.
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Figure 2: Impact of increase in core count on maximum
voltage undershoot in OoO cores

cores that causes larger voltage swings than the single-core
counterparts. As compared to a single-core configuration,
the bigger core systems have a higher percentage of samples
exceeding the assumed voltage margin values. For example,
the number of samples exceeding the voltage margins increases by over 200% from a 1-core to a 8-core CMP for
bodytrack benchmark.
B. Characterization of Voltage Noise in inorder core configurations
This section presents a characterization of voltage noise
on inorder core-based CMP configurations.
Figure 3 shows the distribution of samples of voltage
swings for the PARSEC benchmarks in a single inorder
core. We can clearly observe that the magnitude of voltage
swings experienced by the single inorder core is much lower
than a single OOO core. Again, different benchmarks result
in different levels of maximum voltage swings in inorder
cores. It can also be seen that the majority of samples are
distributed close to the nominal supply voltage and none of
the samples exceed the 2% of undershoot for a single inorder
core.
Figure 4 shows the impact of increasing core counts on the
observed voltage swings of inorder CMPs. We can observe
that maximum voltage swing increases as the number of
cores are increased from 1 to 8, however the magnitude
of voltage swings is much lower as compared to OOO
CMPs. Also, as the number of cores increase, a higher
percentage of samples exhibit higher voltage swings. It can
also be observed that many parsec benchmarks experience
similar maximum voltage swings but at different periods of
their execution. This might be attributed to the nature of
the inorder pipeline, where the pipeline stalls if there is a
resource conflict or in the event of cache misses and, as a

Table III: TDP Equivalence across different CMP
configurations
OOO
1
2
3

Inorder
4
8
10

TDP
52-55W
94-100W
128-137W

result, all the benchmarks experience periods of execution
followed by periods of stalls, leading to similarity in the
overall voltage noise behavior.
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C. Inorder vs OoO : A Reliability Perspective

D. Voltage Noise characteristics in TDP Equivalent systems
This section analyzes voltage noise in inorder and OOO
CMPs from the perspective of the thermal design power
values. The thermal design power (TDP) indicates the
maximum amount of heat generated by the CPU that the
cooling system is required to dissipate when running typical
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Figure 4: Impact of increase in core count on maximum
voltage undershoot in inorder core CMP

”real-world” applications. The PDN of a microprocessor is
designed taking into account the designated peak power of
the processor. The peak power of a multi-core system varies
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The big out-of-order cores and small inorder cores differ
in the way they execute the dynamic instruction stream.
In this section, we compare the maximum voltage swings
experienced by inorder and OOO CMP configurations as the
core counts increase. Figure 5 indicates a very interesting
trend in the rate of increase of the magnitude of the worst
case voltage swing for the two types of cores. We can
observe that the magnitude of voltage swings increases in
both cases as the core count increases, however the inorder
configurations experience much lower swings than OOO
configurations even with their 8-core systems. Also, the rate
of increase in the magnitude of voltage swings in inorder
cores is much slower as compared to OOO cores. These
trends have strong implications on the design of future
servers composed of large number of inorder cores based
on better reliability characteristics.
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Figure 5: Voltage swing comparison between OOO and
inorder cores
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Figure 6: Comparison of maximum voltage swings across
TDP equivalent configurations

as the total number of cores vary. Thus, to have a fair
comparison of the level of voltage noise across different
multi-core configurations comprising of different types of
cores, we compare configurations with the same designated
peak power as reported by mcpat. The TDP equivalent
configurations considered in this section are summarized in
Table III. The mapping of OOO to inorder cores is not linear
due to different sizes of the last-level caches.
Figure 6 shows the maximum voltage swing in TDPequivalent OOO and inorder configurations. For TDP equivalent configurations, inorder cores experience much lower
maximum voltage swings than OOO cores and can be
operated using more aggressive voltage margins without
risking reliability. Aggressive voltage margins can translate
to (a)reduction in supply voltages, thereby improving power
requirements or (b)higher operating frequencies, thereby
improving performance further.
1) Performance comparison for TDP equivalent systems:
In the past, power/energy-efficiency were traded off for
improved performance. But such trade-offs are hardly opted
for anymore. When designing today’s computer systems
anywhere from embedded devices like smart-phones to huge
data-centers, performance per watt and energy-efficiency are
the metrics that are talked about. In that light, here we
compare the performance and voltage noise behavior of
different inorder and OOO CMPs for the iso-power (TDP
equivalent) configurations. Figure 7 shows the performance
equivalence between the two types of cores. We can observe that for many parsec benchmarks, the bigger inorder

Figure 7: Performance and Voltage Noise Comparison of
TDP equivalent CMPs

configurations can achieve comparable or better performance
than fewer OOO cores. This is because parsec benchmarks
are multi-threaded and can scale in terms of performance
as the number of threads are scaled up. For instance, with
4 inorder cores, about 50% of the PARSEC benchmarks
yield comparable/better performance when compared to a
single OOO core. So, in terms of performance, for some
of the PARSEC benchmarks, a variable number of inorder
cores can be used in lieu of the more power-hungry OOO
cores while achieving the same/better power-efficiency. For
the benchmarks that perform well on larger inorder core
configurations, it translates to improved energy-efficiency
and reliability.
However, for the benchmarks that do not scale as well
with the number of cores, fewer high-performance OOO
cores perform better as compared to larger number of inorder
cores. Thus, running such applications on larger number of
inorder cores would result in poor performance and energy
efficiency. For those benchmarks which see significant slowdown on larger inorder CMP configurations, the benefits of
using inorder cores to match the performance of corresponding OOO cores might get nullified. However, even for such
benchmarks, the inorder core configurations result in much
better reliability characteristics than OOO configurations.
These larger inorder configurations can be run with more
aggressive voltage margins, which can translate to better
power-efficiency (lower supply voltages) or higher performance (higher operating frequencies). Moreover, the
IV. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a detailed characterization of voltage noise effects in large multi-core systems. In
the light of renewed interest in smaller inorder processors
for designing computer systems, we have also presented a
detailed evaluation of how the voltage noise effects differ
in OOO and inorder cores. Our results demonstrate that as
the number of out-of-order cores increase, the magnitude
of the worst-case voltage droop increases, while in the
case of inorder cores, the worst-case swings also increase
but at a much slower rate. Our evaluations comparing isopower out-of-order core configurations and inorder core
configurations showed that larger numbers of inorder cores
have better voltage noise behavior, while having comparable
or better performance than fewer-core out-of-order systems
on a number of parsec benchmarks. This implies that
micro-architectures designed for worst-case voltage noise
will require very large voltage guard-bands on out-of-order
systems, resulting in wastage of power and reduced peak
operating frequency. Our results also show that the frequency
of the worst-case swings is much lower for inorder core
systems, less than 0.1%, and is not significantly impacted
as the number of cores increase, indicating the feasibility
of micro-architecture designs that are optimized for typical
case behavior. We thus conclude that CMP designs with

inorder cores are more favorable than OOO core designs in
terms of reliability, with smaller and less frequent voltage
swings. For many parallelizable/scalable parsec benchmarks,
the iso-power inorder core configurations yield comparable
or better performance to OOO cores, implying improved
energy-efficiency as well. There are times when inorder
CMPs are outperformed by OOO CMPs because they are
limited by the scalability of the program, but this may still
be less important when reliable operation is a top priority.
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